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Anti-trafficking stakeholders and economic sectors networking, cooperation to combat the
business of human trafficking chain (NET-COMBAT-THB CHAIN)

ROUNDTABLE
EVENT AGENDA
Event Organizer: VIJ Stuttgart
Venue: Turmforum, Jägerstraße 2, 70174 Stuttgart, Germany
Event Date: 29.03.2019
9.30 -10.00
10.00-10.30

10.30 -11.00

Registration of Participants
Welcoming and a round of introductions of the project members and the
project Anti-trafficking stakeholders and economic sectors networking,
cooperation to combat the business of human trafficking chain (NETCOMBAT-THB CHAIN)
Speakers Cemile Baykal, project manager, Vij Stuttgart
and Doris Köhncke, head of Fiz, Vij Stuttgart
Study report The links between trafficking in human beings and the
economic sectors with potential of being implicated in the demand and
supply chains
General overview focusing on Germany
- Short input from other countries
- Explaining the law position
Question: What do you think about the new German law that FKS
has extended mandate?
- Time for feedback, demands and comments
- Introducing the sectors and cases
- Question: Where can you start to prevent exploitative machinations
Speakers Luiza Lupascu, anti-trafficking expert, vij Stuttgart
and Naomi Venzke, anti-trafficking expert, Vij Stuttgart

11.00-11.30
11.30 -12.30

Coffee Break
Strengthening cooperation of anti-trafficking stakeholders and the
economic/business sectors / National and cross-border of cooperation
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12.30 -13.15
13.15 -14.00

14.00-14.10
14.10 -15.15

strategies in combating human trafficking.
Interactive discussions with key stakeholders
Lunch
Insights from the economic sector; Head of personal staff from “Edeka
Sudwest” supplier for meat to supermarkets Edeka in the sout west of
Germany, explains how the company works with subcontracts and shares bes
practices
Coffee Break
Vulnerable sectors involved directly & indirectly in the demand and supply
chain of services as result of victims of human trafficking exploitation
Interactive discussions with key stakeholders Wolfgang Herrmann.
Naomi Venzke and Luiza Lupascu introduce the recommendations of the
study.
Exchange questions and information: What do you think about the
approaches?
Which collaborations can help?
Which strategies?
Key findings and results:
Moderator Doris Köhncke, Head of Fiz, Vij Stuttgart
Final Conclusions, note of the experts meeting in April and the reference to
the study.
Closure of Event.
Speakers Cemile Baykal, project manager, vij Stuttgart
Doris Köhncke, head of Fiz, Vij Stuttgart
Luiza Lupascu, anti-trafficking expert, Vij Stuttgart
Naomi Venzke, anti-trafficking expert, Vij Stuttgart
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